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Ezguard – A unique way of controlling your security services patrol. Making 

use of a mobile phone, you can now collect your patrol’s checkpoints data, 

allowing full flexibility and scalability. Ezguard is a real-time control solution 

which is able to control and monitor patrol activities easily, with very low 
deployment cost and enhanced your customer’s confidence. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Includes also -  
Panic Button, Questionnaires, Incident and Attendance Report! 

 

 

Requirements 
 

 WEB Browser: Explorer, Firefox, Chrome 
 Android based mobile phones with data plan 

  Ready to roll in 5 minutes. It’s that easy! 
  

 Features  Benefits 
Web based service  Policy enforcement 

 No installation required 

Mobile phone application  Low-cost deployment 

 Reduced operation overhead 
 Live reports 

 No on site infrastructure 

Scalable service  Unlimited number of sites, routes and 
checkpoints 

Guard patrol planning  Map tool 
 Route planner 
 Scheduler 

Reports  Activity 
 Exception 
 Photo 
 Performance 

Live activity and exception 
display 

 Real time control 
 Customer confidence 

 Resalable service 

Alert system  Instant activity and exception 

notification 

Checkpoint Labels  Durable 

 Inexpensive 
 Easy to create and apply 

Real-Time Security Control  

…Basically, it’s all about real-time control 


